The Sino-Latin American relations will deteriorate in the new period?
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• Strong complementarity

• Left-wing government
Will the Sino-Latin American relations deteriorate?

Political ecology of Latin America

Chinese economic cycle
• What are the **challenges** in Sino-Latin American relations in the new period?

• Can *they* deteriorate the Sino-Latin American Relations?
The rise of right-wing parties in Latin America

The prima materia boom era ends

China's "13th Five-Year Plan"

Drastic changes politically in the occidental world

The situation of Taiwan, China

challenges
The rise of right-wing parties in Latin America
The primary commodity boom era ends

Traditional economic structure

Rival?
China's "13th Five-Year Plan"

- technological innovation
- resources

New economic structure
Drastic changes politically in the occidental world

- Right forces
- Populism
- Conservatism
- Protectionism

VS

- Globalization
- Regional integration
- Economic liberalism
- Trade liberalization

Anti-globalization
New changes have taken place in the situation in China's Taiwan Strait

• On May 20, 2016, the DPP Tsai Ying-wen refused to acknowledge the "1992 consensus."
THE “NEW NORMAL” IN SINO-LATIN AMERICAN RELATIONS

superior status → normal status
China’s superior status in Latin American diplomacy has been reset to normal.
The triangular relationship between China, Latin American, and the United States (especially in the early stages)
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE "NEW NORMAL"

• The fundamentals of Sino-Latin American relations will not change.
“window of opportunity”

Grounding of TPP
The growing middle-class in China

• Food consumption patterns have changed
CONCLUSION

• The Sino-Latin American relations will deteriorate in the new period?

NO